Athena Scholars Program

Special Dispensation for Elective

Name: ________________________________________________________________

Email: ______________________________________________________________

Class Year: __________________________

Please note: Only one course can be considered for special dispensation. If your course is approved, it can’t be replaced with another course and your two other electives must be taken from the pre-approved list. Dispensation is based on the individual’s application; therefore, just because someone else in your same class received dispensation does not mean you will too.

Course Number and Title you are requesting for Special Dispensation (please attach syllabus):

________________________________________________________________________

When did you take this course? ________________ Grade received: ______________

Title and Brief synopsis of final paper/ project written/ performed for class:

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

How did this class make you think about: (answer those that are applicable to this course)

Women and Leadership? • Leadership in general? • Women’s place in society? • Gender Dynamics within leadership? • How does leadership affect positively or negatively systems of power? • How does gender challenge (or not challenge) systems of power? • How leadership can be manifested in various physical (body movement, language, etc.) ways?

Please attach your answers to this sheet. Your essay should be between 2-3 pages total. Please submit to Sarit Abramowicz at sabramow@barnard.edu

This form must be submitted after completing the course, no later than January 10th for the Fall Semester and no later than June 10th for the Spring. Late submissions will not be accepted and approval is not guaranteed.